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218, Gate 10, and other massive areas have been
left without attention?
MRL—Third Mutual

Street Noise!
Individuals are identified by initials only for fear of
reprisal by their Boards &/or General Manager.

Who benefits from the advertising revenue generated by the new Homeowner's Telephone Directory? Depending upon the residents to keep this
information current is a stretch. Should not an
accurate list of homeowners and occupants be
maintained by GRF and made available to the publisher?
BT—Third Mutual
At the 12/02 GRF Board meeting it was voted to
have a holiday party for directors saying it would
only cost $.17 per manor to do so. These are not
people I would allow in my home, why would I
pop for a party for them exclusively? The suggestion made that they pay for their OWN celebration was ignored. Erwin Stuller then further
clamped down on member's right to speak at
board meetings since they would recess as close to
noon as possible, coming back to the open meeting AFTER THE CLOSED SESSION in the afternoon. HOW CAN WE GET RID OF GRF
which is so obviously run by PCM?

At each and every board meeting, GRF, United
and Third Mutual, there are new resolutions
passed. Where are these rules published so we can
refer to them? How are we supposed to abide
something we know nothing about? Perhaps we
CAN PAY FOR COPIES if we ask nicely.
DP—United
Have the buildings in Laguna Woods village been
retrofitted to make them earthquake safe?
RMN—Third Mutual
The new telephone directory could be useful were
the information current. Please, GRF/Farmer
Publications, update and edit prior to future distribution.
ALG—United
Is there any editing done in behalf of Farmer Publications for the Laguna Woods Village Homeowner's Telephone Directory 2008-2009 recently
distributed on our doorsteps? I, a homeowner
since 2007, was not included; yet my friend's
mother is listed even though she died three years
ago.
ORN— Third Mutual

Outraged Resident
It appears some people are given common ground
when they enclose a patio. This amounts to gifting
OUR LAND.
FNS—Third Mutual

Letters to the
Editor

Why is it that landscape planting in small area
throughout LWV that are not in critical need of
improvement receive attention while cul-de-sac

The following letter is reprinted from the
October Issue to correct missing information.
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